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The origin of the nonexponentlaJJJty of the proton spin-lattice relaxation 

In the organic superconductor (BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCSJ2 Is clarified. In fine powders 

the nonexponentlalllty results from locallzed paramagnetic centers whose 

concentration Is non uniform oyer the powder sample. In coarse grains at low 

temperatures It Is due to finite penetration of the rf-fJeld Into the conducting 

grains. 

The study of organIc conductors and superconductors by proton relaxation 

has by now become an almost standard technique to get Information about the 

distribution of the spin density of the conduction electrons and about the 

nature of the transition to the superconducting state [see, e.g. It]. The raw 

data are always assuming that the dipole-dipole and the contact Interaction of 

the conduction electrons with the protons Is the dominant relaxation mechanism 

at T " tOOK. For such mechanisms exponential relaxation of the protons is 

expected. By contrast in essentially all published relaxation studies of organic 

.superconductors a deviation from this behavior is reported. The nonexponential 

character of the build-up of the nuclear magnetization usually increases on 

lowering the temperature. 

We made the same observations In an investigation of the proton spin 

relaxation in (BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 which Is an organic conductor at room 

temperature and becomes a superconductor at T c=10.4 K. 

As we noticed during preliminary measurements that the degree of deviation 

from exponential relaxation depends on the sample under study we decided to 

do experiments under controlled conditions of sample preparation. Two kinds 

of samples were prepared. The first consists of coarse grains of crystals of 
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(BEDT-TTF)zCu(NCS)z of approximate size 1-0.S-0.1 mm J . The second was 

obtained by powdering the original crystals . This process resulted In a fine 

powder of mlcrocrystallites of approximate size 10-10-5 101m3. For both kinds 

of sampl e s we meas ured the relaxation function 

( I I 

with Mo=Mz.(dt-+ m) and dt=delay after estabU.hlng the Initial condition Mz.(O)=O. 

The Lermor frequencies (fields) were \/L .. 270 MHz. (Bo = 6.3T) and \/L = 13.5 

MHz. (Bo= 0 .31 n . For T " 8 .3K the latter field Is below Bcz of (BEDT-TTF)z 

Cu(NCS)2 and allows NMR and relaxation experiments right in the supercon

ducting state . 

The key res ult on the finely powdered samples at \/L = 13.5 MHz. and T ~ 

tOOK Is the establishment of an exponentla/-square-root relaxation law 

p(dt)=exp(-/6t/t l ). ( 2 I 

This law is clearly inconsistent with the assumption that proton-conduction 

elect r on coupling provides for the dominant relaxation mec hanIsm . NonexponentlaJ 

relaxat ion may be obtained If the sample Is Inhomogeneous and a distribution 

of r e laxation rates exists . pCo.U is then given by 

w 

p(6tl = ffll/T,lexp(-6t1T,ldU / T,1 
o 

( 3 I 

where ((IITI ) is the distribution function . The relaxation law, equation 2, then 

determines the shape of f(IIT
I
)' 

If the sample cons is t s of coarse grains of (BEDT-TTF)zCu(NCS)z ' we observe 

at \l L = 13 .5 M Hz. e x ponential relaxation for T>2SK and nonexponential relaxation 

for T <2SK. 

Figure I shows the return to thermal eqUIlibrium of the proton magnetization 

in coarse grains Led a nd in a finely powdered sample (0) at T = 30K and "L= 

13.5 MHz. The full curve through the squares (0) Is Mx (6t)/M x(m) ... 

<t - eXp(-/At/t l » with tlt t = 0.133 s - 1 whIle the full curve through the triangles 

(.~ ) is Mx(dt) / Mx (m) = (t-exp(-6t/TI ) with I/Tt = 0.028 8 - 1 . This figure thus 

demonstrates (I) that the r e laxation In the coarse graIns of (BEDT- TTF)zCu(NCS)z 

is e x ponential at T= 30K while It obeys the exponentJa/-square-root law In the 

fin ely powdered :Jample and (II) that the OVer-all relaxation Is much faater In 

the finel y powdered nmple than in coune grains . The conclusion. we think . Is 
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Inevitable that the proce.ss of powdering the coarse grains Introduced relaxation 

sinks Into the resulting mlcrocrystallltes . I/'tl Is found to be Independent of T 

for BK<T<tOOK. This Is taken as evidence that the relaxat.1on sinks Introduced 

by the powdering procedure are localized paramagnetic centers. Their con

centration Is estimated at Al1017cm- 3 or "'='10- 4 per BEDT-TTF molecule. 
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Flg . t : Comparison of the recovery of the proton relaxation In coarse grains 
(6) and In finely powdered (BEDT-TTF)'CU(l~,cS)2 (0) at vL=13.SMHz and 
T=JOK. Full curve through squares (0): exp(- At/t t ' with l/t 1=O.t33s- 1• full 
curve through trlangJes (.0.) : exp(-At/T

1
) with lIT

1
:;;:O.028s- 1. 

In the coarse grains the recovery of the magnetIz.atlon becomes Increasingly 

nonexponentlal on decreasing T for T~25K. Starting from essentlal1y the same 

temperature the Initial amplitUde Mx(.6.t-+co) of the FID after a 90o-pulse. 

which should be proportional to Mo' deviates from the Curie law, see figure 2 . 

This Is dearly a result of finite penetration of the rf-fleld Into the conducting 

grains . Indeed for the finely powdered sample Mx(.6.t- co ) follows the Curie 

law down to 4.2 K, see figure 2. Figure 2 shows another remarkable feature 

namely that the skin-effect 15 much smaller at 270 than at 13.5 MHz. This Is 

evidence that the electrical conductivity 0 is a decreasIng function of the 

frequency v . 

A simple two-reservoir model which devldes the proton .plns In the coarse 

grains into two groups, the first of which Is aecessed by the rf-fleld while the 

lecond Is not , shows that the observed relaxation behavior must indeed be 

nonexponentlal If the rf-fleld penetrates only partially Into the grains. This 

explains In a natural way why the nuclear magnetlz.atlon observed In a pulsed 

NMR experiment recovers nonexponentlally In the neighbourhood of T c' and 

below Tc' 
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Fig .2: Initial amplitude Mx(m) of the FID for coarse grains measured at vL =t3.SMHz 
( fi ) and \oiL =270MH:. (0) and for finely powdered (BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 at 
v

L 
=t3.SMHz (0) and vL =270MHz (->. For tiT , 0.05 K-I only a few representative 

data points are shown. 

The study of organic conductors and superconductors by nuclear spin 

relaxation Is usually motivated by Interest In the nuclear spin-conduction 

electron interaction . This wu also the startine point of this work on (BEDT-TTF)2 

Cu(NCS)2' The results presented here pinpoint the dilemma we face when we 

adopt this pOint of view : If we study coarse grains we ineVitably run Into the 

skin effect problem . It prevents us from "seeing " the spins In the bulk and 

causes, at low temperatures, the relaxation to become nonexponentlal. Powdering 

the grains circumvents the skin effect but extra relaxation paths are auto

matically created which prevent us from accessing what we Initially set out to 

study, Le. , the conduction electron contribution to the nuclear relaxation. We 

believe that the results obtained here for (BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 apply to 

other organic conductors and superconductors as well. 
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